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Bronx, NY - State Senator Jeff Klein (D-Bronx/Westchester) and the Bronx Chamber of

Commerce, joined by Assemblyman Michael Blake (D-Bronx), hosted the latest Bronx H.I.R.E

On-the-Go session at the SUNY Bronx Educational Opportunity Center on Monday.

Bronx H.I.R.E. On-the-Go is a mobile employment program connecting unemployed or

underemployed Bronxites to good-paying jobs. On this stop in the 79th Assembly District in

Claremont, participants signed up for the Bronx H.I.R.E program and learned about free

certification opportunities for IT technician courses, personal training courses and security

licenses. These certifications are often expensive obstacles faced by unemployed residents

who want to get back into the workforce. Job seekers also built valuable resume writing and

interview skills at the workshop.

“The technology industry in New York has seen a boom in recent years, and this growth is

only expected to continue. I am proud that, in order to ensure that our communities stay

competitive in this, and other growing fields, Bronx H.I.R.E. On-the-Go is bringing

opportunity to all areas of The Bronx. By partnering with Assemblyman Blake and The

Bronx Chamber of Commerce, through these workshops we can bring first-rate training,

resume and interview skills, and educational opportunities to those communities most in

need,” said Senator Jeff Klein.

"One of our top priorities is to ensure economic opportunity for all. It is imperative that we

help Bronxites get back on their feet, and to make sure that they stay standing with stable

and sustainable job opportunities. Our partnership with Bronx H.I.R.E. and the introduction

of their new "On-The-Go" initiative will aid in our efforts to address the issue of
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unemployment by giving Bronx residents the tools that will better prepare them to join the

workforce. Bronx residents will learn how to get free IT Certifications as well as

certifications in personal training and security.  Bronx H.I.R.E.'s one-on-one personalized

 guidance on securing jobs and interviews with bronx employers continues our effort of

turning the South Bronx into the urban metropolis of the world," said Assemblyman Blake.

Bronx H.I.R.E. On-the-Go has traveled to Pelham Parkway, Riverdale, Soundview and Hunts

Point.

 


